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A. Name the following. 
1. Two means of air transport. 

elicap.ter.. ....Aenoplen.. 
2 Two means of water transport. 

.Baat. 
3. Two means of land transport. 
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.Ship. 
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Two animals used for travelling in hills. 

or.Se.... Mules.. 
Two fuels used for running machines in vehicles. 

...diesel etrol. 

B. 
Tick the () vehicles in which you have travelled 

1. Car 4. Ship 7. Train 

2. Bus 5. Boat 8. Cycle 

6. Aeroplane 9. Autorickshaw 3 Tonga 
10. Cycle rickshaw 



D. Write LTor land transpórt, A for Air transport and W for water transpo 

A O 

A 



on your thinking cap! 
Make a () on the correct statement and (X) on the incorrect 
statement. 

1. Means of transport can be divided into four groups 
2. Trains that carry passengers are called passenger trains. 
3. Trains that carry goods are called goods trains. 
4. A bicycle runs by a machine. X 
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